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of all else, is fertile in remains of the early days of
Christianity.
The desert parts of the old provinces of Syria and
Arabia are like a vast Pompeii. Town after town rises
unburied on high plateau or in sequestered valley, often
appearing like a modern city when seen from a distance.
The only destruction these places have known has been
caused by ravages of time and earthquake. Many build-
ings are almost completely preserved and require only
the restoration of their wooden roofs and floors to make
them habitable, and some have roofs and floors of stone
and are still well preserved. Here is the material with
which to build up a complete picture of the material pro-
ductions of a great people during the first six centuries
of our era. All this is only architecture; to this we may
add thousands of inscriptions which were engraved upon
the edifices. It has never been possible to secure from the
Turkish Government permission to dig and to explore at
the same time. The buildings of the desert land require
little excavation; but all the smaller objects of art are
buried under the light soil. The smallest attempts to dig
have produced beautiful objects of glass and bronze,
ornaments of silver and gold, and coins. The great muse-
urns of the world hold objects of the rarest beauty, such
as ivories and illuminated manuscripts which are known
to have come from Syria. Indeed the Syrian schools of
art are known to have had a most important influence
upon the architecture and the other arts of France and
of Europe in general during the Middle Ages. Our
knowledge of these things is only in its infancy, but the
stored up potential knowledge is almost infinite.
Sixty years ago the late Marquis de Vogue Jfirst called
the attention of the scientific world to the vast number
and importance of the monuments in desert Syria. A
large number of measured drawings of buildings pub-
lished by M. de Vogue introduced new chapters into all

